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Left outside and unmaintained,
high performance cars and
yachts soon look rather forlorn,
suggests David Kirkland,
drawing parallels between
state-of-the-art components and
brick. Kirkland, whose practice
emerged from a high-tech
background, says working
with brick has been a creative
revelation, something architects
as different as Paul Bellot and
Johan Celsing have also found.
Sarah Huelin AA Dipl

To find out more about the bricks or pavers
in featured projects, or to submit work, email
brick@brick.org.uk or phone 020 7323 7030.
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NEWS

FIRST PERSON

Stanton Williams in Suffolk
Currently on site in Aldeburgh, Suffolk, the
Britten Pears Archive by Stanton Williams
will house a collection of music manuscripts,
letters, photographs, and recordings of
composer Benjamin Britten and tenor Peter
Pears. Sited adjacent to the grade-two listed
former home of Britten and Pears, the building is planned around two interlocking
forms: one housing the archive and the other
providing support spaces. A local Aldeburgh
brick with a lime mortar has been specified
for the external walls, complementing both
the existing house and garden walls. The
project is due to complete next year.

David Kirkland of Kirkland Fraser
Moor reflects on brick’s appropriateness
for twenty-first century building.

Brick Awards shortlist announced
The Brick Awards shortlist has been
announced by a judging panel chaired by
Bob Allies of Allies & Morrison. There are
16 awards split into three categories: housing,
building and landscape, and technical and
craft. There will be one overall winner, the
BDA Building of the Year – Supreme Award,
given to the project judged to be the finest
from all categories. The shortlist includes Niall
McLaughlin Architect’s student accommodation at Somerville College, Oxford University
(right above, photo: Nick Kane) for the best
housing development (26 units or more),
and the Kantana Film Animation Institute in
Thailand by Bangkok Project Studio (right
below, photo: Space Shift Studio) for the
worldwide brick award. Other shortlisted
entries include The Mac in Belfast by Hackett
Hall McKnight (best public building), and
Designscape Architects’ Science Studios in
Stroud (best commercial building). This
year, registered architects and architectural
students can vote for the Architect’s Choice
Award online at the BDA website until
6 November. The awards will be presented at
the Marriott Grosvenor Square Hotel in
London on 13 November. For tables and
tickets contact 020 7323 7030 or email
brick@brick.org.uk (details: www.brick.org.uk).

The brick is a different master. How ingenious: a
small, handy, usable format for every purpose. What
logic there is in the bonding. What spiritedness in
the joints. What wealth there is in even the simplest
wall surface. But what discipline this material
demands.’ – Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

Biq’s brick housing in The Hague
Biq has obtained planning permission for
a major residential development in the
Transvaal district of The Hague, Holland.
Comprising four closed perimeter blocks,
Morgenzonlaan responds to local needs for
low-cost, low-rise housing. The facades feature
wire-cut orange brick interspersed with brown
brick at every fourth course. Purple bricks
denote the apartment entrances and architectural friezes, while stack bonding is used to
articulate the balconies and roof parapets. The
project is due to complete in autumn 2013.
4 • BB AUTUMN 2012

As a result of spending the first half of our
careers working within the international
high-tech movement, my colleague Kenneth
Fraser and I have been mostly involved with
materials and construction techniques that
express clean, high precision fabrication, bolt
together assembly, and 'look no hands' structural composition. Innovation was highly
prized. With hindsight it is clear that these
forms of architectural approach are only
appropriate for limited contexts and building
types. It would seem that within the UK the
least satisfactory use is for housing, particularly in rural areas with long historic traditions
that make up the majority of our built environment. High performance cars or racing
yachts left outside and unmaintained over a
period of years tend to look fairly forlorn.
As a practice Kirkland Fraser Moor focuses
on the triple bottom line of sustainable development: social, economic and ecological
balance. Clearly mitigation of greenhouse
gases is the most pressing aspect but we
constantly strive to create buildings that
appropriately balance location, culture and
resource. We believe that buildings are far
more than formal static objects; they are
part of a wider system and as such have
an opportunity to express local culture,
heritage, community and aspiration. A clever
or innovative building need not be one of
ephemeral transparency.
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Our first commission was for a good friend
who is deeply involved within the UK brick
business and has a particular passion for
encouraging British craft and undervalued
skill. Understandably the brief was for a family home that could reflect local brickwork
craft in the twenty-first century. With our
background, we felt that the initial challenge
was to understand the merits of what
appeared to be a retrograde technology.
The discovery of the Mies quotation (I was
educated under Mies' program at IIT) provided an appropriate confirmation that brick
was actually rather clever. The next step was
to understand and appreciate the subtleties of
excellence and ordinariness.
Learning from nature has always been a
driving force within our design approach and
this is largely based on the understanding
that, in order to develop a low impact
building, it would be best to fit within the
prevailing paradigm nature has established.
We allow forces whether natural or cultural to
influence the building form in order to better
optimise passive performance and any local
assets. Where appropriate the building forms
that evolve quite often have an organic feel.
The realisation that we could fairly economically use local handmade brick to provide
monolithic sculptural forms was a revelation
and this opened up a new set of interesting
challenges that we are continuing to explore.
As a practice we now find ourselves working on more projects with difficult cultural
and planning constraints. Many of the private
houses we undertake fall within the old PPS7
(NPPF Paragraph 55) category. Brick allows
us to extend the prevailing local vernacular
into something contemporary and appropriate for the twenty-first century. For us,
vernacular is less about dogma and more
about a local expression of careful resource
use, craft and culture – an evolving, living and
dynamic architecture.

Our recently completed Skidelski Building
at Brighton College in East Sussex uses a
black brick which allows the architecture to sit
well within the flint walls of the Gilbert Scott
grade-one and -two listed campus. The facility
houses the school’s design and technology
workshops and the selected brick and simple
detailing allow for a very robust yet elegant
aesthetic that we hope will age well.
As we experiment and refine our use and
understanding of this ancient material we are

continually amazed at how such an elemental
and primitive technology can be so timeless
and appropriate for today’s civilisation with
all its advanced materials and technologies.
We continue to be inspired by this ancient
process of taking a handful of earth, making
a simple shape and creating something of
considerable cultural value. Looking to future
projects, we are excited at one end by the
low-carbon possibilities of unfired brick for
domestic thermal mass, and at the other by

the flight-assembled architecture and programmed wall research being undertaken
by Gramazio & Kohler at ETH Zurich.
Brick is indeed an exciting master.
Above The Skidelski Building at Brighton College in East
Sussex uses black brick to complement the flint walls of
the listed Gilbert Scott campus. (ph: Killian O’Sullivan).
Below Traditional brick construction at Headlands
House in Herefordshire (ph: Edmund Sumner).

David Kirkland is a founding practice principal
of Hertfordshire-based Kirkland Fraser Moor.
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PROJECTS

Baroque tradition

Sited adjacent to the Wattenmeer mud flats
on Germany’s North Sea coast, St Marien
church in Wangerland-Schillig by Königs
Architects adopts a classical cruciform plan
inscribed on a rectangular single-storey base.
The concrete structure is clad in a dark
Oldenburg brick, creating a monolithic
appearance and contrasting with the white
plastered internal walls.
Responding to both the harsh marine
environment and the unusual geometry of the
building, the bricks were fired twice to increase
their strength and density (to 20 kNm3). The
second firing employed a traditional but largely forgotten technique in which the oxygen
inherent in the clay is extracted by reducing
the amount of air present in the kiln. A side
effect of this process is to turn the brick from a
red-brown colour to black, with the surface
adopting a blue-green or even silver sheen
when viewed in direct sunlight. A rustic brick
bond was used to complement the surrounding context and to help accommodate the
unusual geometry of the envelope.
The appearance of the mono-axially curved
and inclined roof is likened by the architect to
a hot knife slicing through butter. Daylight
from the flush-faced roof glazing is diffused
through tightly packed joists which gradually
taper inwards towards the centre of their spans.
On sunny days, the joists reflect distorted waveband patterns of light onto the internal walls.

Photo: Christian Richters.
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Photos: Andrew Haslam.
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Figure and ground

Won in competition, Page & Park’s Bluebell
Views student residencies are located on the
edge of the University of Warwick campus.
Designed and constructed to BREEAM
Excellent, the scheme comprises four
masonry blocks accommodating 500 bedrooms. Containing four flats per floor, each
block is divided into two wings connected by
a glazed bridge. Shared living spaces are
positioned at the ends of the wings, maximising views out. Orientated east and west,
the study bedrooms are arranged around
the perimeter of the wings, minimising
solar gain and glare. The design encloses
three distinct outside spaces, each with its
own identity: quad, avenue and green. A
pair of warden’s houses is situated to the
south-east and south-west of the site, set in
private gardens. The external walls are finished in brick, the intention being to
anchor the building to the site. The bricks
were manufactured locally using local clay.
Photos: Martine Hamilton Knight.
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Beside the seaside

The Jerwood Gallery by Hat Projects forms
part of a masterplan to develop a new public space and community uses on the Stade
in Hastings, Kent. The building’s seafront
location and monolithic appearance (a
result of the limited windows permitted in
the gallery spaces) provide a robust yet
expressive material response. Inspired by
the black glazed mathematical tiles on the

8 • BB AUTUMN 2012

nearby, grade-two listed Lavender House,
the architect chose a ceramic rainscreen system incorporating bespoke glazed tiles.
A dark glazed terracotta brick is also used
to form a plinth or ‘plimsoll line’ around
the building. The intention is to protect the
building from being kicked, leant against
and splashed. The bricks were made to a
bespoke length in order to match the rain-

screen module above. Both materials are set
in a 1/3 lap bond which provides a more
fluid appearance than either a stack or halflap bonded pattern.
Rendered in a textured, buff coloured
brick with lime mortar joints, the walls of
the central courtyard are intended to contrast with the smooth, shiny, hard exterior.
Photos: Ioana Marinescu (above/below left).
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Urban tectonic

Designed by Weston Williamson, Talgarth
Road is a 14-unit, mixed-tenure residential
development in west London. Located close
to the A4 dual carriageway and set within
the Gunter Estate conservation area, the
three-storey scheme maximises its narrow
site by utilising the roof space to form
duplex apartments. This configuration also
makes reference to Frank Wheeler’s landmark artist studios (1890) located nearby.
Brick was chosen by the architect as the
most appropriate material to express the
sculptural massing of the building. A varied
mid-grey colour with a light charcoal mortar
was employed – in the absence of a dominant local brick colour or type – to distinguish the building as a modern yet sympathetic addition to the surrounding conservation area. A tough urban context fronting
a busy road also suggested a durable and
robust product with crisp arisses. It was felt
that a lighter grey or red brick would be
more susceptible to discolouration caused
settling traffic pollution.
A series of solid and transparent louvres
and screens define the building frontage
and boundary condition along Talgarth
Road. These are also intended to add visual
interest and depth to the overall composition. Timber louvres are also used to
emphasise the horizontality of an enclosed
walkway located at first-floor level. A contemporary bay window on the second floor
partially screens residents from the noise
and the activity of the street.
Photos: Joel Knight.
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Jewel in the crown

King’s Cross Rubicon Court is the first
residential building to be completed at
the Argent-led King’s Cross Central
development in London. Intended as a
bench- mark for affordable urban living, the
15-storey scheme by PRP Architects comprises 117 mixed-tenure flats, including 78
social rent, 24 shared ownership and 15

supported housing units. Also included are
600 square metres of ground floor commercial space on York Way, and a rooftop
garden. The latter is sheltered from the elements by a screen of brick piers, precast
concrete canopies, metal trellises and planting. Arranged in clusters, the flats are
designed around three compact circulation

cores, ensuring over 70 per cent of the units
have dual or multiple aspects.
A bespoke King's Cross brick blend was
chosen for the external elevations to evoke
the original stock bricks found locally. The
blend includes 'burnt' bricks for added visual interest. A red glazed brick, typically
found in the common areas, on the balconies, and on the elevation facing the
rooftop garden, draws its inspiration from a
disused terracotta-clad underground station, facing the building across York Way.
The facades are intended to be both
rational and rhythmic, with the structural
and organisational layout of the interior
expressed as repeating bay elements.
Vertical brick fins and horizontal precast
concrete transoms form a regular grid, and
serve as a backdrop for a limited number of
strategically chosen detail variations.
Specially designed areas, such as the main
entrance and the roof garden, are celebrated with changes in form and colour that
contrast with the stacked and repeating
elements of the facade.
Photos: Tim Crocker.
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Domestic expression

Brick has played a central role in two idiosyncratic domestic projects in Cowes and
Yarmouth, designed by Isle of Wight-based
practice Lincoln Miles Architecture.
Set apart from the existing property and
extending out into a landscaped garden,
Cowes Town House (right) comprises an
artist’s studio, wetroom and study. The
sculptural form of the building is expressed
using three principal materials: brick, glass
and steel. The pillbox-like study and wetroom is rendered entirely in brick, including abarrel-shaped roof. The bricks are laid
vertically, and in the case of the entrance
elevation, angled at 45 degrees to create a
serrated surface. Triangular-shaped oxidised
steel panels cover the roof of the adjacent
steel and glass studio.
Town House Yarmouth (below) combines
the sympathetic renovation and environmental upgrading of a grade-two listed
dwelling, with a contemporary rear extension made of glass, brick and concrete.
Replacing a tin roofed outbuilding, the latter is intended as a homage to the house’s
300-year-old garden wall. Scale and massing
are carefully controlled, with radial bricks at
the corners and soldier courses with alternate projecting bricks providing surface
articulation. Inscribed with poetic quotations, a monolithic polished concrete roof
is visually separated from the garden wall
and the main house by glass on all the horizontal and vertical planes.
Photos: Steve Thearle Photography.
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PROFILEo

Johan Celsing’s carefully crafted buildings
develop the rich tradition of Swedish brick
architecture, says James Payne.

Left above/opposite
Glazed and perforated
bricks articulate the
interior of Årsta Church
in Stockholm (2011).
Located on a hill
overlooking the town
square, the church was
won in competition
in 2006; ground floor
plan and section
(phs: Ioana Marinescu).
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With the construction of a new crematorium building at Stockholm’s Woodland Cemetery underway,
and two other brick projects recently completed in
the city, the office of Johan Celsing is continuing and
renewing a rich Swedish tradition of brick construction. Since the completion of its first built work, the
Nobel Forum in 1993, the practice has explored the
nature of construction and pushed the limitations of
Sweden’s contemporary building industry with a
steady output of carefully crafted projects.
Brick is just part of an inventory of standard techniques and materials that have been the focus of a
continuous research project, in which dissimilar
projects have often fed into one another. Before
these latest schemes, Celsing’s office had been
known for three art galleries: the precast concrete
Skissernas Museum in Lund, and in Stockholm,
the curtain-walled Bonnier and copper-roofed
Millesgården galleries. Each has a distinct character
and a carefully cultivated relationship with its immediate context in terms of materiality and detail.
Topographic placement is also thoughtfully considered within their wider surroundings.
This gathering of experience is reflected in the
wealth of material samples visible in the practice’s
Stockholm office, and in the construction of full-scale
detail mock-ups of numerous projects. Asked to provide material for an exhibition curated by Todd
Williams and Billy Tsien at this year’s Venice
Biennale, the practice sent a colourful selection of
glazed and perforated bricks as deployed on its
recently completed Årsta Church. In this way, Celsing
has an affinity with the sensibilities of some British
and Swiss architects; a concern for tactile materiality
that is perhaps surprisingly less prevalent amongst
Sweden’s architectural mainstream.
Celsing’s text, The Robust, the Sincere, published
in a recent anthology titled Nordic Architects Write,
elaborates his critical position to a mediatised architectural culture addicted to imagery. ‘The really
significant qualities of a building are complex and
not always visually accessible,’ he writes. ‘They quite
simply demand a different commitment, or even
presence, if they are to be judged.’ Celsing’s concept
of the robust involves designing with great clarity in
the context of an industry dominated by construction conglomerates. Here, the architect enjoys
considerably less control over the material and detail
integrity of construction than in the post-war heyday.
This strategy has worked to Celsing’s advantage
in his use of industrialised precast concrete. An
example is the office for the state antiquarian society (RU, RAÄ) in Visby. Despite significant budgetary
and time pressures, the project retains a quality
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and character in its loose-fit repetition of elements.
In recent years Celsing has opened a satellite
office in Malmö. This dynamic region, now linked by
the Öresund bridge to Copenhagen, has been the
focus of much new construction. The office is beginning to build a number of larger projects, including
some brick residential schemes. These are united by
a more repetitive and background city-making character, for which brick is inherently suited. Due to
start on site next Spring, a 46-apartment residential
building in Limhamn shares a similar material
palette with more bespoke projects in the office. The
courtyard facade is clad in white and grey bands of
brick, while the recessed balconies to the street are
lined with white glazed brick to reflect light into the
interiors. As Celsing explains, ‘Brick is an elementary material. Even though it may be a cheap brick
you can maintain a dignity in the bureaucratic world
in which we work.’
However, it is in Celsing’s most recent Stockholm
projects that brick is utilised in a more finely
detailed way. Somewhat surprisingly none of the
bricks specified were made in Sweden as very few
manufacturers remain in the country. Hand-made

EXISTING PARISH

THE CHURCH

parish and church
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Danish bricks, originally developed by Peter
Zumthor for his Kolumba museum in Cologne, were
chosen by Celsing for an elegant villa on the island
of Lidingö on the outskirts of Stockholm. The blocklike masonry volume rests on an uneven rocky
topography, its weight emphasised by the long
horizontal format bricks. Overlapping vertical
seams – formed by the alignment of the perpends –
produces a textile-like effect, lending a sense of welldressed propriety to the three-storey house. Above
the formal reception rooms on the ground-floor, two
bedrooms step back and open onto a terrace with
views to the strait separating the island from the city.
Dug into the rock, the walls of the basement pool
room are made from pristine white in-situ concrete
comprising white cement and Dolomite ballast.
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A similar finish is being used for the public
interiors of the practice’s Woodland Cemetery building. Won in competition in 2009 from an eclectic
international shortlist, including Caruso St John and
Tadao Ando, the project is due to complete in
Spring 2013. Celsing’s entry, ‘a stone in the forest’, is
a low-profile and compact volume that hugs the
ground. The roof rises gently to a high point over
the hall containing the new furnaces.
Replacing the ageing 1940s back-of-house technical areas of Gunnar Asplund’s Chapels of Faith,
Hope and The Holy Cross, the new building will be
mostly inaccessible to the public apart from a small
waiting area and viewing room where visitors can
view their loved ones before cremation. Partly hidden
in the forest to the east of the main crematorium, the

walls and roof of the facility are encased in brick, giving it an archaic quality, reminiscent of ancient stone
burial mounds. The absence of a regulated brick
bond or pattern on the long undulating walls further
emphasises this effect. A portico, detached from the
roof at the public entrance, forms a slot of light.
Here, the bricks that pave the ground and line the
soffit of the canopy resolve into a more fomalised
pattern. Once again, 520mm-long bricks have been
specified, this time in a browny-red colour. ‘The
bricks have a Roman quality’, explains Celsing.
‘There is more brick and less mortar, and it is a hardburnt brick. It is good to have a large brick so there
are not too many joints, and because it is used on the
roof it is almost a paving brick.’
The selection of Celsing for the first major
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Right Villa JäderbergLidingö, Stockholm
(2011) employs long
horizontal format
bricks to emphasise
its weight and mass
Opposite above
The Nobel Forum,
Stockholm (1993)
was the practice’s first
completed building (ph:
Åke E:son Lindman).
Opposite Residential
building in Limhamn
(completion 2013).
White and grey bands
of brick model the
courtyard facade. The
recessed balconies are
lined with white glazed
brick to reflect light
into the apartments.
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addition to Asplund and Lewerentz’s masterpiece of
sacred architecture and landscape since the 1940s
was a fitting, if uncontroversial choice. Johan
Celsing’s father, architect Peter Celsing, was an
important figure in the late career of Sigurd
Lewerentz. They collaborated together on a project
for the restoration of Uppsala Cathedral, and their
own respective brick churches built in the 1950s and
60s remain amongst the most admired modern
churches internationally. The dark Helsingborg
brick that characterises many of these suburban
churches was used in a raw and brutal way in
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Lewerentz’s intensely atmospheric final church of
St Peter’s at Klippan.
Celsing’s newly built church in the Stockholm suburb of Årsta shares the solidity and sense of permanence of these older projects, but has a much lighter
and less introverted interior. Danish bricks in a
225x108mm format are laid in an English bond to
form exterior walls that sit on a concrete socle over
a rocky site. The square plan church is connected
on one side to an existing 1960s brick community
centre – a reminder of the social and community
function that modern Scandinavian churches often

fulfill so well. Inside, red and green glazed bricks line
smaller rooms, such as the sacristy and children’s
chapel, which are located either side of the entrance
lobby or ‘weapon room’ as it is known in Swedish.
Passing through the 880mm-deep load-bearing
brick walls, the door reveals key into a band of white
glazed bricks that line the lower walls of the main
space on all four sides. This fine, glossy finished surface drapes down from the wall over a bench to a
border framing the Kolumba-format bricks paving
the central space. The upper courses of glazed bricks
are arranged in patterned rows of perforated
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Above/opposite below
Won in competition
in 2009, the Woodland
Crematorium (completion 2013) is the
first major addition to
Gunnar Asplund and
Sigurd Lewerentz’s
Woodland Cemetery
in Stockholm.
Right Clad in a rich
red brick, the KH
Building in Malmö
(completion 2015)
comprises 68 apartments over 17 floors.

acoustic bricks. Above this, the upper wall of a cheaper painted brick supports a heavy concrete roof with
diagonally shifted beams and a perforated soffit.
The source of daylight in the space was a subject
of much experimentation, often with large-scale
models. In the end, Celsing decided against rooflights or elaborate devices for indirect lighting in
favour of large vertical windows under the perimeter
roof beam. ‘Like a fine traditional window with a
relief in masonry’, the layering of the brick results in
a recessed pocket. This creates a plenum of light and
a delicacy to the opening in the massive wall.
Celsing cites WH Auden’s ‘Blessed be all metrical
rules’ as an inspiration for Årsta church. This relates
not only to its strict geometry and the metre and discipline of brick construction, but also serves as a
metaphor for shared rituals and experiences. The
practice is currently designing a mosque for a suburb of Stockholm characterised by 1970s ‘million
programme’ housing and a high immigrant population. It will be interesting to see how the material
and cultural themes of continuity and renewal that
mark the work of the office develop further.
James Payne is a director of Archipelago Architects.
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Paul Bellot at Quarr
Abbey, Isle of Wight

Bellot’s quest for ‘joy through light,
reflection through shadows, and
repose through silence’, pre-empt
Louis Kahn’s profound prose,
says Martin Pearce.
18 • BB AUTUMN 2012

Paul Bellot was born in Paris in 1876; the son of an architect,
he studied at the Paris École des Beaux-Arts, graduating in
1900. The École at the time was steeped in the slavish neoclassical formalism, learnt by rote, and while Bellot was later
critical of this approach he took from it a sense of geometric
grammar and traditional continuity that transcended mere
stylistic repetition. Bellot also acknowledged the influence of
the radical functionalist ideas of Auguste Choisy and Eugène
Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, whose books Entretiens sur l’architecture (1858-72) had heralded the structural rationalism
that was to form the cornerstone of the Modern Movement.
The now familiar eschewing of ornament, truth to materials
and functional imperative adopted with messianic fervour
by Le Corbusier and others, reflected the belief that architectural order could be an instrument of change for a new
social order. Bellot however turned to a very different kind

of order, as in 1902 he was clothed as a novice monk under
the rule of Saint Benedict.
Bellot joined the monks of Solesmes Abbey at a time when
government sanctions against contemplative religious
orders – those that prioritised worship and prayer over work
in the outside community – resulted in their effective exile
from France. Thus in 1902 Bellot and a community of 100
found themselves in short-term accommodation at
Appuldurcombe House on the Isle of Wight.
Bellot’s holy devotion united with his architectural training in 1906 when he was sent to Oosterhout near Breda in
the Netherlands and began the execution of a new
monastery, the Abbey de Saint-Paul for the Benedictine community then in exile from Wisques, France. On his return to
the Isle of Wight, Bellot was charged with the task
of designing a new monastery on the site of a dissolved
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twelfth-century Cistercian abbey at Quarr to the east of Ryde.
Bellot adopted a simple and functional approach to the
design. He chose brick as the predominant material and the
building derives its logic from this. Bellot had learnt much
about the possibilities of brick construction from his work in
Holland where he studied the work of PJH Cuypers and the
Amsterdam Commodities Exchange of HP Berlage. Bellot
chose to import Belgian bricks for the building of Quarr. His
choice was due partly to his familiarity with the bricks’
warmth and colour, attributes that he had employed to great
effect at Oosterhout, where rich patterns of deep reds and yellows are accentuated by contrasting white and grey mortars.
The abbey adopts a traditional monastic plan with refectory, chapter house, monks’ cells and guest accommodation
all arranged around the central armature of a cloister. The
initial phase of building was completed 1908.

Both the refectory and chapter house are extraordinary
essays in the use of polychromatic brick vaulting, while the
cloister with corbelled springing points for each graceful
arch, deep shadows and geometric brick patterns evokes the
tranquility of a Moorish courtyard. However perhaps most
remarkable to the modern eye is the geometric purity of the
stair tower, which serves two floors of monks’ cells on the
east wing. It has a rigour and timelessness which even Louis
Kahn might have admired, and Bellot’s quest for ‘joy
through light, reflection through shadows and repose
through silence’, pre-empts Kahn’s profound prose.
Begun in 1911, the church is perhaps the most remarkable building at Quarr in its embodiment of the essence of
Bellot’s architectural philosophy. A structure of absolute
simplicity, it comprises a linear arrangement of portico,
narthex, nave and sanctuary with truncated transepts

Above View of the monastery from the southwest. Construction of the refectory and the cloister
began in 1907 and was completed the next year.
The church, which was begun in April 1911, and was
consecrated on 12 October 1912. Entered through a
Dutch gabled frontage, it adopts a linear arrangement
of portico, narthex, nave and sanctuary
(ph: Isle of Wight Photo Agency).
Above left The high altar is located beneath soaring
arches of loadbearing red and yellow brick
(ph: Nigel Gibson).
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forming small chapels to the north and south, while the traditional apse is dispensed with altogether. Entered though a
Dutch gabled west front, the narthex takes the form of a
series of low brick vaults separated from the elevated nave by
a wide stair, the lower perspective accentuating the height of
the nave on entry and delineating the liturgical threshold.
The nave is noteworthy for the omission of side aisles, as
here Bellot employed a diaphragm wall to counteract the
thrust of the transverse brick arches, resulting in a narrow
passage between the exterior wall and a screen wall flanking
the choir stalls. In arriving at the geometry of the arches
Bellot employed a system of equilateral triangles and their
derivates based on Fr Odilo Wolff’s treatise The Temple of
Jerusalem and its Proportion (1887). By ‘interiorising’ the
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buttresses an extremely plain exterior is achieved which contrasts starkly with the mysterious quality of interior light from
the yellow glazing of the recessed clerestory that bathes the
nave. In this there is something of Gaudí’s approach to
structure and light that uses the thickness of the building
envelope both to transfer load and to conceal light sources,
and it is known that Bellot undertook a tour of Spain while
studying at the École.
The sanctuary tower adopts a similar double wall, here
enclosing a cubic volume of platonic clarity. The space is an
essay in the possibilities of loadbearing brickwork as soaring
arches spring from the diagonal corners of the square plan
with subsidiary arches, again on the diagonal, springing
from the apex of each side arch. The effect is of an explosion

Above Intersecting brick arches in the roof above
the sanctuary (ph: Isle of Wight Photo Agency).
Below The stair tower serves two floors of monks
cells on the east wing (ph: Fr Lawrence Lew, OP).
Below left Corbelled arches and geometric brick
patterns articulate the cloister (ph: Quarr Abbey).
Opposite above A wide stone stair separates the
elevated nave from the brick vaulted narthex
(ph: Isle of Wight Photo Agency).
Opposite below Polychromatic brick vaulting is a
central feature of both the chapter house and
refectory (phs: Quarr Abbey).

of brick vaulting, soaring above the high altar with a lightness
and energy that belies the mass of material.
While the exterior of the church is unadorned, Bellot was
keen to express the interior volumes. From the south west
the composition of abutting rectilinear solids is apparent,
juxtaposed with the conical bell tower.
After Quarr Bellot went on to realise some 30 projects in
France, Belgium, The Netherlands and Portugal. He died in
1944 while completing the Oratoire Saint-Joseph in Canada
and he is buried there. In his later work the arch becomes
parabolic and is ever more segmented, to form interiors of
prismatic linear chords, and the buildings take on an almost
Islamic feel. This more angular geometry makes the later
work seem harsher, and the use of concrete is evocative of
Auguste Perret’s work, a contemporary of Bellot at the
École. Yet Bellot was at his best when working in brick and
on revisiting Quarr in 1937 he declared it to be his finest
work. While Bellot remains little known in the British Isles,
his influence in continental Europe was considerable – not
least over another architect-monk, Dom Hans van der Laan,
who acknowledged the debt he owed to Bellot.
As Peter Burton has observed, in choosing brick Bellot,
‘submitted himself to its discipline’ and perhaps this obedience to an order outside one’s own will, central to the
monastic tradition, is a measure of great, timeless architecture. For in humility and respect for the eternal truths,
whether theological or material, Dom Paul Bellot sought to
achieve that most elusive of architectural ideals, the unity of
the spiritual and the physical.
Martin Pearce is an architect and lecturer at the University of Portsmouth.
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Hild & K Architects has used
an expressive brick envelope to
reinvigorate a tired university
building in Munich.

Built in 1963 and forming part of Munich’s
Technical University, building 0505 was
badly in need of refurbishment both
aesthetically and in terms of its environmental performance. Central to the competition-winning scheme by local practice Hild
& K Architects is a new highly insulated
masonry facade, which uses wave-like brick
buttresses to visually break-up the building’s
dominant concrete frame and regimented
fenestration. Four distinct profiles are
employed to create a random appearance
that adds further interest.
Highly detailed construction drawings
22 • BB AUTUMN 2012

enabled the bricklayer to construct each
1370mm wide buttress accurately without
the need for on-site templates. Supported
by a steel substructure bolted back to the
primary concrete frame, the masonry
facade comprises a 115mm brick outer leaf,
a 90mm ventilation cavity, 160mm mineral
wool insulation, and a naturally finished
insitu concrete inner skin. The windows
are positioned flush with the outer face of
the brickwork to create a smooth, homogenous aesthetic.
A bespoke steel-grey brick was chosen to
mediate between masonry buildings dating
from the 1950s and 1960s to the north of
the site, and the aluminium facade of a new
university building to the south. The bricks
have a shimmering metallic surface, which
appears to change colour and tone when
viewed in direct sunlight.
Photos: Michael Heinrich.
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